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Area:

2.306,94 km
(890.71 sq mi)

2

Population:

204.562 (2018)
1.87%

of the total Greek population

The Region of Ionian Islands
The Region of Ionian Islands, often called Heptanesos ("Seven
Islands“) is one of the thirteen regions of Greece. It is divided
into:
--- Regional Unit of Corfu
--- Regional Unit of Kefallinia/Ithaki
--- Regional Unit of Zakynthos
--- Regional Unit of Lefkada
It includes also other small islands such as Paxoi, Othoni,
Ereikoussa, Mathraki, Meganisi, Kalamos, Skorpios.
The headquarters of the Region are located in Corfu island.

The Regional Governor of the
Ionian Islands since 2019, is
Mrs.Rodi Kratsa Tsagaropoulou,
MEP and ex
Vice-President of the
European Parliament.

The Region of Ionian islands: profile
--- The Region stretches south from the Albanian coast to the
southern tip of the Peloponnese and is a popular tourist
destination
--- Strategic maritime location between the Greek and Italian
mainlands, intervention from outside has affected the islands
and their people since classical times
--- The Ionian Islands produce olive oil, wine, citrus fruit, honey,
various dairy and cheese products
--- Their exports include currants, wine, salt, olives, and fish, and
the islands are largely self-sufficient in grains. Their harbours
are superior to those of the west coast of Greece and more
conveniently located for international shipping.

PRODUCTIVE SYSTEM-Sectors of Economic Activities
The Ionian Islands Region is clearly specialized in tourism activities interconnected with the
bio-economy, by the potential of reinvigorating the agricultural sector.
During the last decade the production system of the Ionian Islands Region is characterized
by a high concentration of activity in the tertiary sector (especially in the continuous
development tourism sector), decline in primary sector and steadiness in secondary sector:

Ionian Ιslands’
competitive advantages

Natural Treasures
Known for its great variety of landscape, a dominant role is played
by the lush vegetation and the geomorphology of the coastline the
length of which represents roughly 8% of the entire country’s
coastline.
Verdant coves, natural ports, and wide sandy beaches
compose the coastal zone of each island, forming
human scale landscapes which, in conjunction with the
mild climate, lend themselves to marine tourism.
The natural environment is known for its rich fauna and flora and
also for the good condition of its habitats and ecosystems. In
Zakynthos there is the world-known habitat of the turtle
caretta-caretta, in Kefalonia the national park of Aenos, with a
particular species of fir-tree (abies cephalonica). Lagoons in Corfu
and Lefkada are of interest to environmentalists. Kefalonia, Ithaca
and Paxoi boast remarkable caves, still largely unexplored.

Transport Infrastructure

Airports
The Region is served
by three international
airports, four
Heliports, eighty-nine
ports, two
Water-Airports and a
satisfactory public
road network.

Corfu International
Airport "Kapodistrias"
Kefalonia International
Airport "Anna Polatou"

Heliports

Ports

Ithaca Othoni
Paxoi

Ereikoussa

Zakynthos International
Airport "Dionysios
Solomos“

In the Region of Ionian Islands there
are 89 ports, variety of uses
(Passenger, yacht shelters, fishing
shelters, ports yachts etc.)

* Lefkada is also served
by Aktion Airport

Water-Airports
Operating licenses for the water
airports on Corfu and Paxos
island are on course

Education and research

IONIAN UNIVERSITY
The Ionian University was founded in 1984
and is located in Corfu.
It consists of the Departments:
--- Department of History (1985)
--- Department of Foreign Languages
--- Translation & Interpreting (1986)
--- Department of Music Studies (1992)
--- Department of Audio and Visual Arts 2004)
e.t.c

TECHNOLOGICAL
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF IONIAN ISLANDS
Τhere are three institutes at Ionian Islands
--- Zakynthos School of Technological Applications
--- Kefalonia School of Technological Applications
--- Lefkada School of Management and Economics

Source: http://www.ionio.gr/central/en/university/

Ionian Islands offer an interesting environment for investment
Ionian islands' advantages
Ionian Islands boast a number of attractive features such as:
--- Tourism and Cultural sites
--- Location
- Impressive archaeological museums in Corfu, Lefkada
The Region stretches along the western coast
and Zakynthos
of the central part of the Greek mainland and
- Mycenaean tombs on Kefallonia, Lefkada and Zakynthos
further to the south along the western coast of
- Geometrically patterned Corfiot pottery
the Peloponnese
- Doric temples
--- Developed transport infrastructure
- The Medusa frieze displayed in Corfu's archaeological
(Airports, heliports, waterdromes, ports,
museum
marinas and satisfactory public road network)
--- Natural resources marine park,
--- Operation of Ionian University and Educational
the habitat of the world-renowned turtle caretta-caretta.
Technological institutes
--- The national park of Aenos,
with a particular species of fir-tree (abies cephalonica).
--- Opportunity for development of Solar & Wind

Ionian Islands offer an interesting environment for investment
Enhanced by investment incentives
Under the Investment Incentives Law L.4399/2016,
Western Greece enjoys attractive investment
incentives varying from 25% to 45% of the total
investment cost, according to the size of the company
and the region of the country in which the project will
be implemented.
--- The aid schemes of the Law include:
- Tax exemptions
- Cash grants
- Leasing subsidies
- Wage costs subsidy
- Stable corporate tax rate for 12 years
- Financing of business risk through loans or equity
- Fast track licensing

Large Investment Projects

Kassiopi project/Corfu

The implementation of the
project by NCH Capital Inc
will fundamentally
contribute to the
development of the island
through job growth,
attraction of additional
investment interest and
upgrading Corfu’s tourist
product.

The investment envisages the
creation of a high-quality hotel
complex, under the umbrella of a
world famous international hotel
chain, with a construction budget
of more than 100 million euros.
The project will focus on
sustainable and green
development, emphasizing on
protecting, promoting and
upgrading the region’s natural
resources. NCH Capital Inc said it
will prefer a Greek architect for
the project.

Luxury Hotel/Zakynthos

Creation of 5star luxury Hotel unit by
the IONIKH Com. (ΙΟΝΙΚΗ Α.Τ.Α.Ξ.Ε)
at Zakynthos/Tsilivi of more than 6
million euros

Marina/ Lefkada
(Nautical tourism)
Development of Marina at
Lefkada/Vlicho (fast-track
project evaluated by
Enterprise Greece), for 800
mooring positions, hotels,
caterpillars of more than 70
million euros

Project on Skorpios Island
Α multi-million-euro investment project
on Skorpios island in the Ionian Sea.
Luxury Accommodation Complex on
Skorpios island/Lefkada (estimated to
cost €120 million).
The aim of the Rybolovlev family, that
acquired about five years ago the island,
is to create the first luxury
accommodation complex, located on a
private island that is one of the few
around the world. The island of Skorpios
was first purchased by Greek shipping
tycoon Aristotle Onassis in 1963.

The investment project includes a
luxury resort complex with spa,
restaurants, and marina, showrooms,
amphitheater, helipad, farm, and
recreation areas.

Investment incentives quick facts
National Development
Plan for 2021-2025
The National Development
Plan for 2021-25 is a plan,
budgeted at 10 billion euros
and is setting development
priorities and targets per
sector.
The thematics areas/goals
of the plan are:

--- Smart development
--- Green development
--- Social development
--- Infrastructure
development
--- Extroversion

New Investment law
L.4399/2016:

Subsidies of up to 45% for business plans.
The aid schemes of the Law include:
--- Tax exemptions
--- Cash grants
--- Leasing subsidies
--- Wage costs subsidy
--- Stable corporate tax rate for 12 years
--- Financing of business risk through loans or equity
--- Fast track licensing for strategic investments

Operational Program
«Ionian Islands 2014-2020»:

226,924,700€

Total EU contribution: 181,539,758 €

Budget for the
Ionian Islands:

78,0 mil. euros

Investment Opportunities
in Ionian Islands

Reasons to Invest in Ionian islands
--- Important location: The Ionian Islands stretch
along the western coast of the central part of
the Greek mainland and further to the south
along the western coast of the Peloponnese.
Also part of the developing area of Adriatic
which connects Italy with Greece
--- Natural and cultural treasures: Their unique
natural beauty combined with their long history
and a blend of various cultures and influences
that have left their stamp on the islands
--- An international transportation hub: Ionian
Islands can easily be accessed through
numerous charter flights from various European
cities throughout the summer months or by
regular ferryboat connections from the Italian
ports of Brindisi, Bari, Ancona and Venice

Tourism

--- Great tourism infrastructure: One of the most
popular destinations offering an upgraded and
diversified tourist product that includes
excellent hotel accommodations, restaurants,
diving centres, sea sports etc
--- International interest in the energy sector: It is a
center of international interest in the energy
sector, given its strategic location, the huge wind
and solar resources, as well as possession of
local experience and expertise. This interest is
expected to grow and expand in the coming
years
--- Support of the local Authorities: The consistent
and unwavering support of the local Authorities
of the Region, as well as the hospitable and
business - friendly people of the islands

Renewable Energy Sources

Food & Beverage

Tourism
One of the most popular destinations in the
world is offering an upgraded
and diversified tourist product

Tourism - Introduction
Unique competitive advantages
--- Long unexploited pristine beaches
--- A Region of unspoilt natural beauty: marine

park, the habitat of the world-renowned
turtle caretta-caretta, in Kefalonia the
national park of Aenos, lagoons in Corfu
and Lefkada, remarkable caves in
Kefalonia, Ithaca and Paxoi

--- Existing infrastructure and undergoing

projects will improve accessibility: Fraport
will be responsible for maintaining,
operating, managing, upgrading and
developing regional airports of Corfu,
Kefalonia and Zakynthos over a period of
40 years

--- Unique archaeological sites and historic

places of great importance: Ancient City of
Nirikos Corfu Archaeological Museum
Roman Grave Complex, Roman Grave
Complex, Castle of St. Maura, Lefkada
Archaeological Museum

--- Public and private Investments

implemented and in the pipeline highly
upgrade the mix of the tourism product in
the region

Source: GTPHeadlines

Tourist accommodation infrastructures
Hotel potential of rooms/ island

Accommodation
Units
Rooms
Beds

5

4

3

2

1

62

157

251

437

73

Kefallonia
Lefkada
11%
6%

TOTAL

980

9.156 13.133 14.076 13.624 1.456 51.445
18.924 25.890 27.658 26.090 2.843 101.405

Zakynthos
33%

Corfu
50%

Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority

Hotels and occupancy of Ionian Islands

Crete:
Crete:

91,8%

Ionian islands

88,5%

South Aegean:

86,1%

50%
57%

55%

Ionian islands
South Aegean:

Source: The next day of Greek Tourism/PwC

Tourism in Western Greece: Facts and figures

The Ionian islands
ranked first among
Greek popular tourism
destinations in 2019.

Corfu airport came
second at 2.9 million
passengers

Corfu port received 420
cruise boats in 2019 and
767.673 passengers

Kefalonia and Ithaka port
received 133 cruise boats
in 2019 and 259.261
passengers

Source: FG Traffic Data Management (preliminary data) 2019 traffic statistics

CRUISE data for the Region of Ionian Islands / Cruise ships

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Corfu Port
ships
passengers

395
672.368

407
647.347

481
748.916

410
679.681

413
735.832

420
767.673

Kefalonia-Ithaki Ports
ships
passengers

79
88.032

112
149.227

77
85.463

50
61.598

90
144.074

133
259.261

Zakynthos Port
ships
passengers

13
10.953

8
5.742

29
25.175

17
13.104

17
14.284

20
17.226

Source: Hellenic ports Association / Data processing: Hellenic Statistical Authority

Major tourism attractions

Zakynthos

Corfu

Achillion Palace
Old Fortress
New Fortress
Museum of Asian Art
Archaeological Museum
Kanoni and Pontikonisi Island
Saint Spyridon
Paleokastritsa Monastery
Spianada Square and Liston

Melissani Cave
Drogarati Cave
De Bosset Bridge
Lighthouse of Saint
Theodoroi
Monastery of Kipoureon
Castle of Saint George

Kefalonia

Blue Caves
Marathonisi Islet
Navagio or Shipwreck
Spanzia
Porto Zoro

Lefkada
Castle of Agia Mavra
Monastery of Faneromeni
Waterfalls of Nydri
Agios Ioannis Antzoussis
Santa Mavra

Investment opportunities in various tourism segments

Eco
tourism
Cruises and
Sea tourism

Cultural and
religious
tourism

Integrated
Resorts

Development of sports tourism

Projects on course regarding the improvement and
upgrading procedures for sports installations are under
way via the Public Investments Programme (2,5 million
euros) so that the Region of Ionian Islands will able to
host demanding major sports events and games.

Renewable
Energy Sources

Renewable Energy Sources – Unexploited Capacity
Region of Ionian Islands has unexploited capacity in Solar and Wind energy production.
As shown in the attached Maps the potential is tremendous.

Solar energy capacity

Wind energy capacity

Investment Opportunities:
Oil and Gas drilling in Ionian Islands
All the Ionian sea area, from north to south and
a vast area of the western greek mainland, has
been divided into blocks and partly given to
companies to exploit its mineral wealth.

The Ministry tendered in 2015
rights to exploration on 20
offshore blocks in the Ionian Sea
and south of the island of Crete
for deep sea oil and gas drilling.

Source: Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change

Food &
Agriculture
Despite the tourist
development of the Ionian
Islands the inhabitants are
still involved in agriculture
and continue the traditional
activities related to the
fertile land.

Local Gastronomy
Within a rich portfolio of local products of the Ionian land, the
local gastronomy and the products of the Ionian land constitute:
--- a dynamic element of the local culture and an element of
distinction for the islands of the region.
--- a strong advantage for the attraction of tourists and for tourist
experience
--- a driving force for the economy through the production of
competitive local products
Ionian cuisine consists of hearty, rustic gems and sophisticated
dishes and sweets once reserved for the nobility, such as
sofrito (thinly sliced veal in a delicate garlic sauce),pastitsado,
bourdeto, pastaflora, melounia, kaltsounia. It’s a voluptuous
cuisine, filled with sauces and rich in flavor and scent.

Food & Beverage: An overview
Key Area Products
The Ionian islands, are nothing if not
privileged. With fertile soil, plenty of rain
and just the right amount of humidity,
anything you plant here takes root and
grows. This ability shaped the islands’ rural
customs as well as their cuisine, but they
were also influenced by the Western
powers that held sway here, particularly
the Venetians.
Kefalonia produces one of the best feta
cheeses in Greece – although legally it
cannot be marketed as such, but as “white
cheese in brine” – and Zakynthos’ ladotyri
(cheese preserved in oil) is just incredible,
tangy and robust.

You can’t beat Lefkada’s salami, Corfu’s
noumboulo (smoked cured pork) or
Zakynthos’ pork shoulder. And then there’s
the rich butter, the raisins, the top-quality
olive oil, wines from at least 20 different
grape varieties, crackling fragrant breads
made with local grains, potfuls of honey
and a cornucopia of fruits and vegetables.

Food & Beverage: An overview
Certified products
Look for the local “feta” in Kefalonia, sold in
supermarkets, grocery stores and tavernas,
and for Prentza, a spicy cheese flavored
with summer savory.
Don’t leave Lefkada without some of its
peppery salami and a bag of local lentils.
The stars of Zakynthos are its ladotyri, a
cheese aged in olive oil, and its PDO sweet
and fleshy raisins. Kythira is known for its
olive oil rusks and its amazing thyme honey.

Corfu’s jewels include noumboulo – a cured
pork or beef coldcut – as well as kumquat
(in a liqueur or as a sweet preserve).
Search here for spetseriko, a fiery 12-spice
blend whose secret recipe dates back
centuries. Everywhere, you’ll find
traditional sweets such as pasteli
(sesame-and-honey snaps), mandolata
(nougat with nuts and merengue), and
mandoles, made with almonds, honey and
sugar.

Olive oil tradition
When Greeks refer to oil, they mean olive oil.
Ionian islands have a great long history and
tradition of olive cultivation. International studies
show that the olive variety is the essential factor
determining the quality of the olive fruit and its
oil. You can find extra virgin olive oil from Corfu,
Kefalonia, Zakynhtos, virgin olive oil, olive oil
enriched with aromas of herbs and organic oils,
most of them derived with mechanical methods
and cold pressed.
Corfu is covered by 3-6 million olive trees, some
of them over 400 years old, and 3% of the world’s
olive oil comes from Corfiot olives!
Local families and workers from the Ionian
Islands usually harvest the olives around
November and work hard to preserve the oil's
organoleptic characteristics by using traditional
or centrifugal olive mills to pressing and
processing it.

THE GOVERNOR
PREMIUM UNFILTERED EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Awards : Los Angeles International extra virgin Olive oil
Competition : Gold Medal (Packaging design)
Tokyo International extra virgin Olive oil Competition:
Silver Metal (Quality)
Most important: Awarded with HEALTH CLAIM REPORT

Extra
Virgin Olive oil
(Kefalonia)

Organic Zakynthos
olive oil

Wine tradition

The Ionian Islands have a rich winegrowing
history. Most wines are made from native and
local grape varieties such as Robola, Vertzami
and Kakotrygis. The Ionian island of Ithaki is
thought to have been the home of Odysseus in
Homer's epic Odyssey and wine from both
Kefalonia and Corfu is mentioned in the story.
This would suggest that viticulture here dates
back at least 2500 years.
Vineyard locations on south-facing mountain
slopes provide ample sunshine during the day
and cooler nights. This helps the grapes to retain
acidity as they ripen.

Islands.

There are only three PDO-level appellations in
the Ionian Islands, all of them on the central
island of Kefalonia: Robola of Kefalonia, Muscat
of Kefalonia and Mavrodaphne of Kefalonia.
These appellations all produce single-varietal
wines, and the dry whites of Robola of Kefalonia
are by far the most famous wines of the Ionian

There are a handful of PGI appellations across the
islands and these have a variety of different
requirements for production. PGI Corfu wines call for a
minimum of 60 percent Kakotrygis, while the PGI Verdea
wines of Zakynthos have very specific vinification.
Most popular wines in Ionian islands are:

Corfu: Ktima Theotoky, Grammenos, Nikolouzos, Goulis, Leivadiotis
Zakynthos: Goumas, Ktima Grampsa,Mercati Gaetano
Kefalonia: Robola, Orealios Gaea, Gentilini Galliga Rubis

Investment Opportunities: Food & Beverage
Recent Developments / New Opportunities
--- Rural Development Programme (RDP) 2014-2020 focuses

mainly on strengthening farm viability and competitiveness
preserving and enhancing ecosystems and fostering the local
development in rural areas.

--- Investments in unique products such as the local

production of globally famous wines (the wines
produced are V.Q.P.R.D.: Robola of Κefalonia
Mavrodaphne of Kefalonia and white Muscat of
Kefalonia. Also the Regional Wines of: Slopes of Mt
Enos, Metaxata, Mantzavinata, Lefkada, Corfu,
Halikouna and Verdea, a Traditional Appellation
wine. Mavrodafni etc).

--- Investments in the dairy industry (the famous

Kefalonian and Zakynthos cheese)

--- Further Investments in the organic/bio livestock

industry.

The AgriFood partnership of Ionian Islands Region N.G.O
Within the context of the actions of the
Ionian Islands Region targeted at
strengthening the promotion of the Ionian
Agro- Food Sector both in the interior and
abroad, belongs the creation of the
AgriFood Partnership of Ionian Islands
Region in 2017, which aims to become the link between the
productive sectors and the vector for growth of the AgriFood sector
of the Ionian Islands Region.
The AgriFood partnership of Ionian Islands Region is an a Non
Governmental Organization (NGO) and its members are both public
and private organizations related to the Agro-Food sector.
The aim of the Agro and Food is to promote the primary sector, to
preserve natural environment in the Region of Ionian Islands and to
highlight and promote the Ionian products through national and
international exhibitions. Also, to inform the farmers about the E.U
and national funding opportunities for agriculture, in order to find an
appropriate grant program.

Region of

Ionian Islands
Tourism (perceived as a network of activities, services
and production processes) is a big economy force in the
Ionian Islands. It is globally competitive and its
performance is improving. Is bound to remain one of
the main growth drivers of the Ionian Islands economy.

We work hard to keep up with the new
trends through innovation and new
technologies protecting at the same time
our long tradition and values.

Companies in Ionian Islands

